LEADING YOUR PRIDE
Secrets from the Savannah for Building Powerful, Productive Teams
Inspired, aligned, accountable, and unstoppable!
It’s the leader we all want to be. It’s the team we all want to be on.
This course will show you how.
Does your team struggle with turnover, low performance, negativity or petty conflicts?
A total team transformation is easier and faster than you think!
Katherine Eitel Belt, the Unscripted Communication Expert, believes personal
leadership and high-performing teams are created with two basic things: clarity and
inspiration. In this engaging presentation, she adamantly rejects stale methods of
leadership thinking and canned scripts and shares a fresh, instinctive approach to
building a team that thrives. Using The Lioness Principle, you’ll learn to lead, manage,
and communicate in an intuitive way to improve your existing culture, team
agreements, personal effectiveness, and productivity.
Discover the four tools you’ll need to create the practice and life of your dreams. You
and your team will never be the same again.

No more excuses... and no more limits.

Attendees will learn:
‣ New Science: Understand why some teams click and others

struggle, and why developing leaders at every level is essential
in today’s modern environment

‣ Think Different: Discover the 4 steps of “possibility thinking”
to help your business, yourself and your team get unstuck

‣ Speak Different: Learn how to turn conflict to cooperation and
stop the cycle of gossip, complaining and blaming

‣ Act Different: Understand how to act and react like an inspired
leader in every circumstance

‣ Recalibrate: Discover a fresh approach for creating a clear
vision that aligns your team and truly creates action

‣ Inspire: Learn how to create clarity and inspiration every time
you speak

‣ Thrive: Develop strategies to place you firmly in the driver’s
seat of your business, your career, and your life

LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Suggested Audience: Executives and business leaders; business owners;
office administrators, managers; individual leaders; team managers
Suggested Formats: Full or Partial Day; Lecture or Workshop

Katherine Eitel Belt
Info@LionSpeak.net

800-595-7060
www.LionSpeak.net

